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Republic of Croatia represents a unique natural environment where on a relatively small area one can find great variety of nature phenomena, all tied in the wonderful bond of the Mediterranean, the Alps and the Pannonia. The relief and climatic diversity of Croatia determines its vegetative abundance, from the Danube and Drava river isles, the indigenous forests of willow, white and black poplar, over the most beautiful and valuable forests of pedunculate oak and field ash, as well as beech and sessile oak hill forests, up to the wonderful natural beech and fir forests in Gorski kotar and Lika. To insure that the forests fulfill their economical, ecological and welfare functions the state of Croatia, as the owner of 80% of forests and forest land, founded the company Hrvatske šume d.o.o. The company manages these natural resources on over 20,290 km2 under strict principles of rationality and sustainability. 95% of all Croatian forests are natural and due to that fact in 2002 Croatia received the prestigious FSC certificate, as one of very few countries whose certificate includes the whole forest area of cca 2 Million ha. In the 240-year-long forestry tradition in Croatia, foresters have managed not only forests, but also hunting grounds. The game was managed integrally along with forests, which is considered to be the optimal way of managing the whole ecosystem. Croatia possesses numerous undisturbed natural oases wherein there abide all three of great European predators: bear, wolf and lynx. Hrvatske šume d.o.o. manages today 27 open and enclosed hunting grounds on the total area of 298,075 ha. Open hunting grounds take 290,540 ha of the total area, the enclosed ones 4,135 ha, while some game species are bred at the special, professionally managed breeding sites on the area of 3,400 ha. Hrvatske šume d.o.o. invests great financial means and significant professional potential into the optimization of the wildlife funds regarding their age and sex structure. The activities regarding the improvement of trophy value of the game are considered to be one of the most important tasks, aiming at the eventual increase of hunting revenues. In our hunting areas almost all game species can be hunted, but we draw your attention to the hunt on the roaring deer or the group wild boar hunt, as well as to the extremely exciting bear hunt. Special attention is being given to the monitoring of the health condition of the game in our hunting areas, conducting of veterinary measures, as well as to the inspections of health conditions of all the obtained venison. The looks, construction and maintenance of our hunting objects became a distinguishing characteristic of our hunting grounds, and the equipment, comfort and the exquisite gastronomy service in numerous hunting lodges represent a shining showcase of the hunting grounds, people, tradition and culinary achievements in our country.
The well-known Slavonian hunting ground Spačva is situated in Southeastern Slavonia, between the Sava and Danube rivers. Slavonian plain with the altitudes between 77 and 90 meters, rugged by numerous water surfaces, presents a typical hunting ground scenery situated in the largest world-known Slavonian oak forest complex. Spačva hunting ground provides the ideal conditions for the abiding of the red deer, roe deer and the wild boar. A multitude of birds and waterfowls gives a hunter an unforgettable experience of nature and hunt. Within the composition of the hunting ground there is also the Forest vegetation reserve Lože and a special landscape Virovi (Whirls), which remind us on forests as they once looked like. Winter group hunts on wild boar and individual hunts on a roaring deer are a special hunting experience for every hunter. After a strenuous day in the hunt, the hunters will be delighted with the wide-known Slavonian cuisine specialties in the comfortable hunting mansion “Dvorac Spačva”.

UŠP VINKOVCI: HUNTING GROUND XVI/11 SPAČVA
Open hunting ground, area 25 018 ha.

Hunting game: Red deer, Roe deer, Wild boar

Contact: Hrvatske šume UŠP Vinkovci, Trg bana J. Šokčevića 20, 32100 Vinkovci

tel: +385(0)32 341-000 mob: +385(0) 98 441-928

e-mail: usvin@hrsume.hr
KUNJEVCI

In the composition of the well-known hunting grounds of Vinkovci there is also the game breeding site Kunjevci, situated in the typical Slavonian oak woods. It is well arranged, the breaks and the hunting paths are well-maintained, the meadows mown. The purpose of the breeding site is the rearing of high trophy value fallow deer and mouflon. The stalking and tracking with the professional hunting staff will provide an unforgettable experience to every hunt-lover. The new constructed hunting lodge Kunjevci provides a comfortable accommodation, good cuisine and selected Slavonian wines.
breeding site, area 1304 ha

Hunting game: fallow deer, mouflon, wild boar, roe deer

Contact: UŠP Vinkovci, Trg bana J. Šokčevića 20, 32100 Vinkovci
	tel: +385(0)32 341-000 mob: +385(0)98 441-928

e-mail: usvin@hrsume.hr
Baranja is situated in the Northeastern part of Croatia. It is a region that underwent a whimsical history, but it was always well-known by the abundance of game and by wonderful hunting that made this hunting area famous all over the world. The hunting ground was established in 1697 when Eugen of Savoy received the estates from the emperor Leopold I. Since then the hunting ground was owned by numerous lords. The hunting ground comprises the marsh woods along the rivers Drava and Danube that are especially rich with red deer and wild boar. In a wonderful bond of nature and game, many hunters acquired valuable trophies in a stalking or coach-driving hunt on the roaring deer, while group hunts enable the possibility of shooting even a hundred wild boars in line. The hunters are accommodated in the first-grade hunting mansion Zlatna Greda or in the traditional lodge Monjoroš. The hunting mansion Zlatna Greda also offers the possibility of meeting or seminar organization. Among the gastronomy specialties the attention is to be drawn to the exquisite venison dishes.
ZLATNA GREDA
OPEN HUNTING GROUND, AREA 26810 ha.
HUNTING GAME: Red deer, Roe deer, Wild boar, Wild goose, Wild duck
CONTACT: UŠP Osijek, J.Benešića 1, 31000 Osijek
tel: +385(0)31 251-700, (0)31 750-187 (Bilje)
mob: 385(0)98 439-810
e-mail: usosi@hrsume.hr
Hunting grounds situated in the Eastern part of Croatia – the County Osječko-baranjska and Slavonian district – represent the pearl of the Croatian hunting offer. Đakovo, as the historical and cultural centre of the region with its famous cathedral, symbolizes that entire region. In the year 1870 the bishop J.J.Strossmayer arranges the hunting area Mačkovac as the breeding site for the red deer and wild boar. To this day the hunts are organized professionally, with the full respect of the hunting culture and the Croatian hunting tradition. Especially popular are the group hunts on wild boar, with a possibility of very rich shooting line. Hunting lodges Kondrić and Mačkovac are situated within the hunting area. With their top-grade arrangement they guarantee an enjoyable stay, while they also offer the possibility of meeting or seminar organization. Among the gastronomy specialties the attention is to be drawn to the exquisite venison dishes and the famous wines from the Đakovo region.
OPEN HUNTING GROUND Breznica
HUNTING GAME: Red deer, fallow deer, wild boar, roe deer
CONTACT: UŠP Osijek, J.Benešića 1, 31000 Osijek
tel: +385(0)31 251-700 mob: +385(0)98 439-810
e-mail: usosi@hrsume.hr
Situated in the South of the river Drava in the County Osiječko-Baranjska there is the hunting ground Lacić-Gložđe. In the lowland pedunculate oak forests there abide the red deer, roe deer and wild boar. A rich hunting area and the professional hunting staff will provide for unforgettable moments for every hunter. Hunters are accommodated in the hunting lodge Lacići, where one can count on the Slavonian specialties.

Hunting Game: Red deer, Roe deer, Wild boar

Contact: UŠP Našice, Strossmayerova 1, 31500 Našice
          tel: 385(0)31 618-050 mob:385(0)98 445-290
          e-mail: usnas@hrsume.hr
UŠP Našice: Hunting Ground X/9 Papuk  Open hunting ground, area 10837 ha

Hunting ground Papuk is situated in the heart of Slavonia on the mountain that bears the same name. It is a highland hunting area on the altitudes from 300 to 1000 meters, rugged with deep dikes and basins, with a rich forest vegetation of mixed beech, fir, oak and hornbeam stands. In the hunting area there abide the red deer, roe deer and wild boar. Well-arranged hunting ground offers a hunter a high-quality highland hunt. The hunters are accommodated in the hunting lodge Đedovica.

Hunting game: Red deer, Roe deer, Wild boar

Contact: UŠP Našice, Strossmayerova 1, 31500 Našice
tel: +385(0)31 618-050  mob: +385(0)98 445-290; e-mail: usnas@hrsume.hr
On the southern slopes of Papuk there is the hunting ground Zvečevo. It offers unforgettable wild boar and deer hunting. An eager, patient hunter can easily shoot a “golden trophy” roe buck. Hunters are accommodated in the forest lodge Brzaja or in the new facility Leštat, where they can enjoy in culinary specialties and taste the well-known wines of the Požega area.

HUNTING GAME: Red deer, Roe deer, Wild boar

CONTACT: UŠP Požega M. Trnine 2, 34000 Požega
tel: +385(0)34 312-381  mob: +385(0)98 442-465
e-mail: uspoz@hrsume.hr
Well-known hunting ground Radinje is situated along the river Sava, in the peace of the plains and the oak and ash forests. In the proximity there is a special forest vegetation reserve “Muški bunar” with one of the oldest sessile oak and beech community, as well as the forest “Prašnik”, the oldest European pedunculate oak forest. The hunting ground was established in 1955 and it hosted numerous hunters from the whole world. Next to the traditional big game and wild boar hunts, shootings of hares, phaesants, quails and wild ducks are also organized. The hunters’ lodge Radinje offers a pleasant rest after a successful hunting day.

HUNTING GAME: Red deer, Roe deer, Wild boar, Hare, Quail, Phaesant, Wild duck

CONTACT: UŠP Nova Gradiška, Strossmayerova 11, 35400 Nova Gradiška
tel: +385 (0)35 333-460, mob: +385(0)99 803-7029, e-mail: usngr@hrsume.hr
The lowland hunting ground Žabljački lug – Česma is situated in the picturesque valley of the river Česma, among the slopes of the mountains Bilogora, Moslavačka gora i Kalnik. The hunting ground is surrounded by a wide belt of meadows and pastures. The southern part between the rivers Česma and Velika is densely forested by pedunculate oak and hornbeam. Due to the special vegetative cover of this typically lowland hunting area, the hunt on the trophy roe buck, red deer or wild boar remains in the memory forever.

Hunting Game: Red deer, Roe deer, Wild boar

Contact: UŠP Bjelovar, Matošev trg 1, 43000 Bjelovar
Tel: 385(0)43 247-111  Mob: +385(0)98 453-099; e-mail: usbje@hrsume.hr
Nicely maintained highland hunting ground Pisanička Bilogora is situated on the slopes of Bilogora, to the north of Velika Pisanica. Every hunter will be delighted with a stay in the woods of Bilogora that are the optimal habitat for the red deer, roe deer and the wild boar. The hunt is being organized as a group hunt with beaters on wild boar or hunt on the red deer from the high shooting stand. Professional hunt organization, hunting ethics, abundance of wildlife and high-value trophies are a guarantee of our excellent offer. The hunters are accommodated in the nicely arranged hunting mansion Babinac.

HUNTING GAME: Red deer, Roe deer, Wild boar

CONTACT: UŠP Bjelovar, Matošev trg 1, 43000 Bjelovar
tel: +385(0)43 647-100 mob: +385(0)98 453-099; e-mail: usbje@hrsume.hr
Among the fertile plough-fields and meadows of Podravina, enclosed with the dense lowland forests, there are the famous Đurđevački Peski (The Sands of Đurđevac). The gusts and the dunes are long gone and only a small part of this “Croatian Sahara” remained in motion and bare due to the impact of the winds, as a silent witness of the past of Podravina. Here one can visit one of the largest pheasants-breeding stations in the state. Its breeding of pheasants, along with the wild ones, guarantees a successful hunt with the use of experienced pointers. Every hunter will enjoy the beautiful landscape, abundance of wildlife and a comfortable hunting lodge “Peski”.

UŠP Koprivnica: Hunting ground VI/6 PESKI

Among the fertile plough-fields and meadows of Podravina, enclosed with the dense lowland forests, there are the famous Đurđevački Peski (The Sands of Đurđevac). The gusts and the dunes are long gone and only a small part of this “Croatian Sahara” remained in motion and bare due to the impact of the winds, as a silent witness of the past of Podravina. Here one can visit one of the largest pheasants-breeding stations in the state. Its breeding of pheasants, along with the wild ones, guarantees a successful hunt with the use of experienced pointers. Every hunter will enjoy the beautiful landscape, abundance of wildlife and a comfortable hunting lodge “Peski”.
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Open hunting ground, area 14192 ha.

Hunting game: Red deer, Roe deer, Wild boar, Hare, Pheasant, Quail, Wild duck

Contact: UŠP Koprivnica, Ivana Meštrovića 28, 48000 Koprivnica

tel: +385(0)48 250-900

mob: +385(0)98 451-661
e-mail: uskop@hrsume.hr
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The scent of a freshly ploughed ridge, golden corn ears and the shadow of the centenarian oaks – this is the scenery of the hunting area intersected with the dead-branches of the river Drava, the famous Čambina above all. The hunting ground is surrounded with the fertile fields and small villages. That’s Podravina. In the hunting ground Repaš one can encounter the trophy deer, wild boar or roe-buck. One can hunt from the shooting stad, by stalking or driving on a coach. By the river Drava that runs through the hunting ground wild ducks and geese can be shot at wintertime. The hunters are accommodated in the comfortable hunting lodge Čambina. Nearby one can also go on a fishing trip. If you love hunting in the marsh woods, this hunting ground is the one for you.
 Čambina

Open hunting ground, area 6313 ha.
Hunting game: red deer, roe deer, wild boar
Contact: UŠP Koprivnica, Ivana Meštrovića 28, 48000 Koprivnica
tel: +385(0)48 250-900 mob: +385(0)98 451-661
e-mail: uskop@hrsme.hr
In Posavina, between Sava and Una, there is a large oak and ash complex. Here the lowland hunting ground Posavske šume is situated. A hunter wishing to feel the spell of the lowland marsh woods is here on the right spot. In the hazy autumn mornings one can enjoy the shooting of the wild boar, or track a shy roe deer. The hunt on wild duck, woodcock and quail can be organized as well. Hunters are accommodated in the hunting lodge Cerovljani.
Posavskie Šume is an open hunting ground, area 14074 ha.

Hunting game: Red deer, Roe deer, Wild boar, Woodcock, Wild duck

Contact: UŠP Sisak, J.Runjanina 12, 44000 Sisak

tel: +385(0)44 559-111 mob: +385(0)98 440-917
e-mail: ussis@hrsume.hr
LIPOVLJANI

Breeding site Lipovljani is a kind of marsh bird oasis. The nearby fish ponds are swarming with wild ducks and coots, whose shooting can also be organized. After a hard hunting day the attentive hosts will make you a fish stew in a kettle and a carp grilled on a fork, this region specialties. This hunting area is a typical example of the bond of the land and water ecosystem.
LIPOVLIJANI is a breeding site with an area of 728 ha.

Hunting game: Coot, Wild duck

Contact: UŠP Zagreb, V. Nazora 7, 10000 Zagreb
tel: +385(0)1 4821-075 i (0)(0) 6546-316 mob: +385(0)98 209-750
e-mail: uszag@hrsume.hr.
Between the Zagreb-Karlovac highway and the river Kupa, in a tame plain there is the lowland hunting area Pokupski bazen. This is a typical wild boar, roe deer and wild duck habitat, in autumn there is the woodcock as well. From well equipped, closed shooting stads one can shoot wild boar and birds all year round. Roe deer can be hunted during summer and autumn. The accommodation is organized as part of the rural tourism in the surroundings of Jastrebarsko, well-known for good wines and gastronomy specialties.

Petrova gora is a hilly hunting area, famous for the fall of the last Croatian king Petar Svačić. Here one can enjoy the shooting of the wild boar – plenty of wild boars here were prized with a gold medal; further the trophy roe buck or woodcock, the flying wood queen. In the recently opened hunting mansion Muljava hunters will be well accommodated and will enjoy a wide choice of wines and venison specialties.
Pokupski bazen and Petrova gora are open hunting grounds on the areas of 8183 ha and 14010 ha.

Hunting game: Roe deer, wild boar, wild duck, woodcock

Contact: UŠP Karlovac, Put D. Trstenjaka 1, 47000 Karlovac

tel: +385(0)98 348-016   mob: +385(0)47 843-200

e-mail: uskar@hrsume.hr
Hunting ground Bjelolasica is situated in the hinterland of Kvarner Bay, in the heart of the region Gorski kotar. Numerous species of mountain game abide there, like brown bear, red deer, roe deer, wild boar, chamois, lynx and the protected wolf and capercaillie. The biggest bear trophies (then it was the world and the national record) were shot here in Bjelolasica. The deer hunt during cold autumn days is also unforgettable. Standing on the high shooting stads, the hunter can hope to catch sight of a wolf or even lynx, the décor of conifer forests. The hunters will be accommodated and well hosted in fully equipped hunting lodges.
TUČKA PLANÁ

BJELOLASICA IS OPEN HUNTING GROUND, AREA 30458 ha.

HUNTING GAME: BROWN BEAR, RED DEER, ROE DEER, WILD BOAR, WOODCOCK

CONTACT: UŠP Delnice, Supilova 32, 51300 Delnice

tel: +385(0)51 829-700 mob: +385(0)98 447-946
e-mail: usdel@hrsume.hr
To stay and hunt in the woods of Gorski kotar is a wonderful experience. Smrekova draga is situated in the dignified serenity and greenness of centenarial beech and fir forests on the Risnjak–Seječnik mountain complex, bordering to the National park Risnjak. Those who haven’t hunt the Karst roaring deer, awaited a bear from the high shooting stand or listen to the song of the capercaillie in the dawn – they just haven’t experienced the true hunting paradise. Fishing is also possible in the lakes Bajer, Lokve, Lepenica and the upper flow of the river Kupa. The hunters are accompanied by professional hunting staff and the accommodation is organized in one of the comfortable hunting lodges in the hunting ground.

**Smrekova draga**

**UŠP Delnice: Hunting ground VIII/21 Smrekova draga**

To stay and hunt in the woods of Gorski kotar is a wonderful experience. Smrekova draga is situated in the dignified serenity and greenness of centenarial beech and fir forests on the Risnjak–Seječnik mountain complex, bordering to the National park Risnjak. Those who haven’t hunt the Karst roaring deer, awaited a bear from the high shooting stand or listen to the song of the capercaillie in the dawn – they just haven’t experienced the true hunting paradise. Fishing is also possible in the lakes Bajer, Lokve, Lepenica and the upper flow of the river Kupa. The hunters are accompanied by professional hunting staff and the accommodation is organized in one of the comfortable hunting lodges in the hunting ground.

**Smrekova draga is open hunting ground, area 18098 ha.**

**Hunting game:** Brown bear, red deer, roe deer, wild boar, woodcock

**Contact:** UŠP Delnice, Supilova 32, 51300 Delnice
tel: +385(0)51 829-700  mob: +385(0)98 447-946  e-mail: usdel@hrsume.hr
Hunting ground Srednji Velebit (Middle Velebit) is situated in the Lika part of Velebit. Bordering to the hunting ground is the famous Štirovača forest and a gorgeous mountain lake Sunđer. If you like to hunt a bear, red deer, roe deer or wild boar in the beech and fir forests, depending on the unpredictable temper of a mountain, this hunting ground is the right choice for you.

Hunting game: Brown bear, Red deer, Roe deer, Wild boar

Contact: UŠP Gospić, Budačka 23, 53000 Gospić
Tel: +385(0)53 652-440  Mob: +385(0)98 446-450; e-mail: usgos@hrsume.hr
Hunting ground Ričićko bilo is situated on the most beautiful Croatian mountain Velebit, on the altitudes between 1200 and 1400 meters. The hunting ground comprises the indigenous beech and fir forests with beautiful meadows and Karst areas. There you can encounter the protected wolf, lynx and the capercaillie.

In the safety of the high shooting stand, a hunter can wait for a bear or secretive mountain wild boar, or he can stalk the Karst roaring deer through meadows and forest openings. One is for sure – it is an experience that stays with the hunter forever.

Sjeverni Velebit (North Velebit) takes up the middle part of the mountain Velebit, between the Adriatic coast and the Karst region Lika. In the centuries old beech and fir forests one can again encounter the protected wolf, lynx or capercaillie. The hunting experience here is unforgettable. The hunters are accommodated in the hunting lodges “Šumarska kuća” or “Muzej šumarstva” (Forestry museum).
Ričičko bilo and Sjeverni Velebit are open hunting grounds on areas of 22,669 ha and 28,557 ha.

Hunting game: Brown bear, red deer, roe deer, wild boar, woodcock, quail.

Contact: UŠP Senj, Nikole Suzana 27, 53270 Senj

tel: +385(0)53 652-401  mob: +385(0)98 439-714

e-mail: ussen@hrsume.hr
BOKANJAČKO BLATO

The hunting ground is situated in the hinterland of Zadar. It is covered with typically Mediterranean vegetation. Hunting paths and breaks are well maintained. The abundance of small game and the mild Mediterranean climate provide for pleasant hunting moments. After the hunt there is the possibility to visit the historical town Zadar and enjoy the exquisite Dalmatian cuisine and excellent wines.

HUNTING GAME: HARE, PHAEANT, QUAIL, WOODCOCK

CONTACT: UŠP Split, Kralja Zvonimira 35, 21000 Split
tel: +385(0)21 482-744, +385(0)23 333-144 (Zadar) mob: +385(0)98 445-368
e-mail: ussp@hrsume.hr
UŠP BUZET: HUNTING GROUND XVIII/12 UBAŠ   BREEDING SITE, AREA 344 ha.

U istočnom dijelu Istrs, uz samu morsku obalu, na istoimenom poluotoku uređeno je uzgajalište divljači Ubaš, obraslo gustom šumom hrasta crnjake i tipičnom sredozemnom vegetacijom, kroz koje prolaze prosjeke i livade omogućavajući jedinstven lov na jelena lopatara i srneća divljač. Uz kolorit i miris sredozemnih šuma lovci mogu ugodno boraviti u novom lovačkom domu uživajući u plodovima mora i istarskom terenu.

HUNTING GAME: Fallow deer, Roe deer.

CONTACT:  UŠP Buzet, Naselje Goričica 2, 52420  Buzet
tel: +385(0)52 695-150, +385(0)52 855-513   mob: +385(0)98 439-880
e-mail: usbuz@hrsume hr
Biokovo

Hunting ground Biokovo is one of the best-known chamois hunting areas in this part of Europe. This distinctively mountainous hunting ground on the altitudes between 380 and 1750 meters is the ideal habitat for chamois, moufflon and wild boar. The golden chamois trophies made Biokovo world-wide famous. The abundance of game, quality of trophies and beauty of nature are reason enough why hunters return to Biokovo again and again. The hunting area is ideal for whole families, whose other members can sunbathe or swim at the sea while the hunters are busy shooting.
BIOKOVO IS OPEN HUNTING GROUND, AREA 11320 ha.
HUNTING GAME: CHAMOIS, MOUFLON, WILD BOAR
CONTACT: UŠP Split, Kralja Zvonimira 35, 21000 Split
tel: +385(0)21 482-744, (0)21 616-661 (Makarska), 385(0)21 612-008, mob:385(0)98 445-665
e-mail: usspl@hrsume.hr
SVETI ILIJA - OREBIĆ

UŠP SPLIT: HUNTING GROUNDS XIX/10 SVETI ILIJA OREBIĆ AND XV/2 OŠTRICA

SV. Ilija Orebić is the most appropriate habitat for the mouflon game in this part of Europe. It is situated on the peninsula Pelješac, on the altitudes up to 960 meters. As there are no roads, the transportation within the hunting area is organized by usage of beasts of burden. It is a real challenge for the lovers of true primordial hunt, who will approach the mouflon over steep cliffs and with a little luck ordain themselves with trophies of over 230 CIC points. The accommodation is line with the way of hunting, so the hunters will stay in a forest lodge with an open fireplace and the view on the nearby islands will offer them unforgettable moments.

The breeding site Oštrica is small, but well arranged for the mouflon hunt. It is situated on a small peninsula in the proximity of Šibenik, next to the very coastline of the bluest sea on Earth. On the land side, the peninsula is bounded by a few meters high 15th century wall.
Hunting paths have been cut through the Mediterranean forest cover, so we recommend it for hunters who are not ready for greater physical challenges in the usually demanding mouflon hunt. After the pleasant hunt, the guests can relax over Dalmatian specialties and excellent wines.

**Sveti Ilija Orebić is open hunting ground, area 3749 ha; Oštrica is breeding site on area of 261 ha.**

**Contact:** UŠP Split, Kralja Zvonimira 35, 21000 Split
tel: +385(0)21 482-744, (0)22 212-367 (Šibenik) mob: +385(0)98 445-665
e-mail: usspl@hrsume.hr
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